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There is need to reform the Politics itself, not the Political Leaders
The problems which our country faces today exist more or less in the other
countries also. Some of these problems instead of diminishing during the last 60
years have rather grown up. There is no doubt that development has taken place in
the country but the pace of development has remained very tardy in the rural areas
whereas rural areas have developed very fast. The growing discrepancies between
the two in terms of development have made rural people bereft of enjoying the
fruit of development. This situation is causing frustration among the people. But
this frustration is not pushing the people towards solution to the problems but they
are heading towards violence and fake solution. They are being trapped by those
who instead of questing the solution to these problems are just crying and
presenting a fake solution to the real problems by criticising leaders and
bureaucrats.
Several heads of the Parties, the Governments at centre and the states and
many of the officials are already in favour of continuing economic slavery for the
development, but even the intellectuals who present fake solution to the
development also consider that economic slavery is essential for development.
They will prefer making 80 percent people slave for the next 1000 years and
sacrificing interest of such a huge population at the alter of fictious development
Evidently, the people presenting unreal solution by way of severely criticising the
leaders and the bureaucrats are themselves a big problem for the society.
Most of the conservative nationalists not only of India but of the entire world
also belong to same category. In 1950 the space created in the name of independent
country and government in India is proving small because the number of members
in the family take solution in place of creating space for the family members in the
house is pasting them like tiles of the wall of the house. They are trying to make
the family members understand that the house building structure of the government
is heritage of their ancestors, which should not be repaired, status should be

maintained and the people associated with the central government and the state
government should be allowed to enjoy this property. The demand put forth by the
grown up members of the family that some new floors must be added to
accommodate them is improper and selfish one as bringing a change in the heritage
and identity is nothing but spoiling one‘s culture only. Structural change in the
heritage is equivalent to pawn the honour, self-respect and independence of the
family. The people in power thought it better to enhance price-rise, unemployment
and poverty instead of making any structural change so that the people at large
may turn bereft of money and the population thus will automatically come down.
Hence, there is no need to undertake the repair work of the houses for the growing
population. There is a need to create the feeling of patriotism among the people
and they are required to be taught to save the house against vagaries of climate
anyhow at the cost of their comfort.
All the Governments irrespective to their party affiliation adopted the same
tactics during the last 60 years. In such a situation there is nothing uncommon if
the question is raised as to why the people should not rebel against dictatorship of
the rich in the name of democracy when the maximum number of the people is to
be treated as slaves and why the ongoing dictatorship of the rich should be
legitimized by casting votes when every party after widening of its base is to be
captured by the rich. Why the party presidents and their supporters who exploit
democracy and favour feudalism should not be politically boycotted. Why the
demand for reservation in Parliament, Legislative Assemblies and jobs for the
poors and middle classes shouldn‘t be raised.
When the 80 percent people who are economically weak are never in a
position to win elections, then why these 80 percent people shouldn‘t take
initiatives action to create a separate system of governance, judiciary, currency etc
for themselves. Why all the facilities like salary, pension allowance travel by rail,
bus and air should be given to the leaders only, why these facilities shouldn‘t be
extended to the voters as well. The economic status of the children was used to be
depended on their parents in the monarch but why the same system of law of
successions for unlimited period should be allowed to continue even in democracy.
How long the human beings will be treated as slaves within the boundaries of their
countries when every item is allowed to move freely all over the world after
Dunkel agreement came into being in 1994.
Today the new generation is seeking freedom in this Internet Era as they are
supposed to exhibit their talent all over the world. They are required to be liberated
from the boundaries of the nations. But the irony is that the power is still in the
hands of those conservative people who had read the books fifty years ago and
who are unaware of the challenges existing of the present.

They have been suppressing the document related to Political reforms
signed by 137 Members of Parliament since 2006, which has potential to
change the whole world. They are not even ready to hold a debate on it, how
they can implement the same. 6 May 2008 was scheduled for holding debate
on it but parliament was prorogued one day before.
After going through these experiences this book titled ‗Political Reforms‘
talks of not merely changing the driver i.e. government of the vehicle, but suggests
for changing the engine itself. Bullock cart has been given the shape of aeroplane.
Therefore, the proposed political reforms presented in this book may appear to
some people too big to be implemented. The author wants to request such people
who consider manufacturing and operating aeroplane a very big tasks to donate at
least one Rupee with good wishes to those who are involved in manufacturing and
buying aeroplanes and to stop sending narrow minded persons by casting votes in
their constituencies to the institutions which have been established for the purpose
of executing some great work. The people are advised to join the caravan
struggling hard to travel free of cost in the aeroplane after it comes into being.
As heart ailment can not be cured by consuming Septran tablet like wise, the
problems instituting the country, villages and house holds from generation to
generation can not be solved just by criticising the government, the leaders and the
bureaucrat‘s officers. The people making such criticism are behaving like that
doctor who advises the patients suffering from heart disease not to follow the
advice of a big doctor for undergoing surgery. Such doctor insists upon them to
follow his advice only. He says that heart surgery is a very costly and big work, it
is Utopian idea, it is not a feasible solution, it can be performed only by the doctors
of the other countries, this is not possible for this country and therefore pain
relieving tablets should be consumed and the doctors must be changed after every
five years if they don‘t get cured… Such critics should go through this book and
thereafter they should think again with cool mind as to whether presenting fake
solution to genuine problem just for the sake of appearing more pragmatic among
the people is justified.
This book enlightens about the measures for mending the politics instead of
criticising the politicians and the bureaucrats for the problems ahead them. The
people who are assigned the responsibilities of implementing those measures are
working on different fore in a very organized manner.
The author tells about the one sided love shown by the voters party towards
him. Though he is not a member of this Party, yet the party has appointed him as
Policy Director. The author has accepted the responsibility of policy Director with
this condition that other Parties should also be allowed to reap the benefits of his
direction if they desire so. The voters party doesn‘t have any objection in this
regard. This is greatness of the voters party which has tried to mitigate

untouchability prevailing among the parties by making this provision in its
constitution. This party has made an attempt to find out the ways of solving the
various kinds of class conflicts through dialogue instead of passing through
electoral animosity and adopting the means of violence.
The price of this book should be necessarily fixed low since there is a plan to
circulate this book in every household. For this reason only the measures to mend
politics have been explained in very few words. The people who are willing to
work on reforms or those who have any doubt or reservation on any measure of
reforms are advised to go through those books also especially ―Towards global
changes which have been referred at different places in this book.‖ An appeal to
this effect is also made to the readers that undertaking big task may not be possible
for everyone but supporting the cause and dreaming of a big work doesn‘t cost
anything, because only a big thought can bring greatness in one‘s family, relatives
and country.
Hence, readers are requested to join their hands in converting fake
democracy prevailing in the country and the world into a genuine one by way of
circulating this book to every household and shop a request is also made to them
get associate in the mission of changing the world after discarding their affinity
with their Parties they belong to so that everyone gets a chance to reach the
courtyard of power and every voter gains prosperity.
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Poverty, illiteracy, Malnutrition, Population and unemployment- Problems
five and solution one.

Some problems prevailing in the country and the world are existing since
long. The current politics is unable to solve these problems. These problems get
aggravated further after every effort is made towards finding a solution. A
conclusion can be drawn from this that continuance of these problems is a
deliberate and willful attempt of the current politics or the solution to these
problems is beyond the capability of the current politics and the state. The people
criticize the leaders and the parties for not finding solution to these problems. This
sequence of criticism is going on for the last 60 years. The problems of the
households, villages and the country are growing day by day.

The problems of poverty, illiteracy, malnutrition, population and
unemployment are caused by only one malady which is known as the malady of
division of money. In economic term it is called problem of distribution or unjust
distribution. Poverty will continue till the problem of distributing money is not
solved. The children of the poor families cann‘t acquire education despite the
schools being located in nearby areas. These uneducated children after attaining
youthfulness will definitely procreate a number of children who will be regarded as
somewhat surplus children by some intellectuals. The families of such children are
normally not in a position to provide wholesome diet and milk to them in want of
money. As a result of this, they suffer malnutrition. Malnutrition causes diseases in
such poor families and whatever money is earned by them is diverted to the
hospitals. The conclusion drawn by this situation suggests that poverty can be
removed if some cash is pumped into these families without imposing any
precondition of labourhood on them. With money in hand every labour will come
into position for bargaining about the rate of payment in lieu of his or her labour.
With this economic slavery will come to an end. With disappearance of poverty
and slavery, each member of every family will come in a position to attain
education easily. Thus they will be able to percept the problem of over population
and with this perception there will be check on population increase and
theoretically it will be possible for everyone to get employment and money on
account of this. (To know the reasons of giving money to everyone without
undertaking any work in detail please read the book entitled ‗Bring Votership
Remove Poverty, Price Rs 5/- or the Votership as proposed by 137 members of
parliament in parliament of India, Price Rs 50/-)
Execution of work more through machines both in factories and farm is the
only measure to manufacture the items of the best quality and sell them at the
cheapest rates in the market. The human labour should be paid minimum amount.
The people will accept the offer of low paid job only when majority of them might
be facing the problem of money crunch. Now the question is how poverty can be
removed when the government is deliberately willing to keep people bereft of
money. Government‘s deliberate move to continue with the poverty is the very
reason of economic slavery. Due to policy of continuing the slavery system
Government prefers grains to get rotten and throw the same into oceans instead of
distributing it free of cost among the poors. The Supreme Court had ordered in
September 2010 to distribute grains lying in the godowns, which may get rotten.
The Prime Minister had approved this order due to this policy only.
Employing least number of persons and paying them bare minimum wage is
not just a fun for the employers rather it is a compulsion for them. on account of
the world Trade laws (1994) this compulsion is not confined only to the country

level it has spread to the international level also. Any move initiating in one
country affect the other necessarily.
When billionaires of every country all over the world coming together got
the Free Trade Laws for the goods enacted by exerting pressures on the rulers of
different countries, then the labourers also must be made entitled to sell their
labour and undertake employment in the country which may pay them maximum.
The car motor manufacturers all over the world have got this right through the laws
related to world Trade organization.
“Laws should treat all the people equally”.
Under this policy it has become essential that the labourers should be
accorded freedom to visit any country of the world. For granting this freedom
doing away with the Visa created laws has become quite essential. Campaigning
for initiating political reforms is must for doing away with this law.
There is proverb ‗Good Mind Good Fiend‘ which is often referred in the
villages. In terms of what is demonstration effect contemporary Political Science it
is known as Demonstration effect. In plain language it is called ‗habit‘ of copying
other. For the reason of this habit of the rulers of the countries unemployment,
Poverty and economic slavery are the big problems not only of India but of the
entire world today. The people in power in any country start imitating the other
countries without caring for the capacity of their country to bear the expenditure to
be incurred on such imitation. Money thus spent on this doesn‘t come from their
pockets. The poors have to pay for this. These problems will continue till the
leaders and the bureaucrats who are in the habit of copying others exist. Political
reforms have become quite essential for withdrawing the power to rule and
admired from their hands so that these problems are removed and 70 percent
population of the country who are afflicted with these problems may get relief.
(For knowing about Demonstration effect Read the book-)
When the root cause of all the problems such as poverty, unemployment,
lack of education, disease is unjust distribution of money then it becomes
necessary to consider about the appropriateness of distribution of money so made.
Now it has been detected that chromosomes existing in the cells are the basic cause
for the difference in tendencies and ideologies and body organs of different
persons with such findings it doesn‘t hold any meaning whether distribution of
money is beneficial or harmful. The best solution to this controversy in this fact
that this percentage of total quantum of blood. Present in a human body existing in
blood veins amount equal to should be fixing the amount equivalent to the
percentage of blood available in blood veins of the total quantum of blood present
in a human body in the quota meant for those who oppose distribution of money
among each individual so that they maybe able to spend that amount. Similarly the
amount equal to the percentage of blood that exists in blood arteries should be

fixed for the quota of those who are willing to distribute money among every
individual. Distribution of money in this manner will be a healthy proposition for
all the the three component i.e. People, Society and Nature. (For knowing the
relating between blood and viewpoint of an individual in detail Read
JANOPNISHAD, Price Rs 200.)

CORRUPTION AND TERRORISM: GRASS ROOT
GOVERNMENT IS THE ONLY SOLUTION

People are of the view that every country is more or less affected by
corruption. Though China is not free from corruption, yet stern laws were enacted
and implemented there to prevent it. It could be possible there only because
elections are not held and the people in power don‘t require to be reach before the
industrialists and businessmen for political donation. The industrialists and
businessmen don‘t place any condition before them of commuting corruption in
lieu of political donation.
All over the world wherever fake democracy is going on industrialists and
businessmen blackmail the Presidents of the political parties after giving them
political donations. They compel the leaders to indulge in corruption. The leaders
who don‘t fall in their line have to be ousted from the corridors of politics. The
leaders who don‘t take corruption as evil only remain staying in politics. The
corrupted leaders allure the bureaucrats to get tinged in corruption. The very
industrialists and businessmen who corrupt leaders and bureaucrats get the news
related to their corruption published and telecast in News Papers and TV channels
of their choice. By doing so the industrials and the businessmen succeed in
creating their image as if they were fighting corruption in reality. They create such
an atmosphere as if they were clean. In this situation the so called intellectuals
engage themselves in such kind of publicity in the society that everyone working in
social and political sectors is corrupt and industrialists are clean. This is like the
example where a person who is himself a culprit of making a widow pregnant
assumes the role of a judge and awards death penalty to that widow. There are only
two options to bring an improvement in such situation elections are banned as is
the case in the communist countries or alternatively anyone shouldn‘t be allowed
to attain such richness that he or she acquires the power to purchase leaders,
Ministers and bureaucrats. For this it has become essential to cap a ceiling one‘s
riches.
Global Police is the only solution
The constitution of United Nations Organisation (UNO) is also responsible
for protection being given to corruption. It is very difficult for anyone to save
oneself after commilting corruption if any country of the world doesn‘t shelter the
corrupt businessmen, industrialists, leaders and bureaucrats. It is not possible for
any country to prevent corruption at its own when many countries of the world

have enacted specific laws in the name of sovereignty to provide protection to the
corrupt people and their money.
There are many countries like Switzerland in the world which are involved
in securing, providing banking facility and enhancing the amount of money. These
countries don‘t provide any information about the bank accounts in this regard in
the name of security of the Account holder. Even if some information is passed on,
there is no common global Policing and auditing system to know the veracity of
information so passed on: Recently when America sought certain information
using threatening language, some information was provided to it out of fear of its
mighty force at its disposal.
The government of the country which is inflicted with evil of corruption can
do nothing if the country like Switzerland doesn‘t divulge information to the rest of
the world and continue to provide protection to economic offenders of the country
concerned and in this way the offenders money power increases by leaps and
bound. The police can seize the money of the person if this income is found
disproportionate to his income within the country itself but the Police cannot do
anything if the money earned through corrupt means is deposited abroad.
Obviously in absence of global Police the fear of bonafide government will not
prevailing upon the bogus people who enjoy power in real sense. Following
situation will continue prevail till genuine people are not handed over the key to
rule.
1)
Economic offenders of one country will continue to get shelter in
another.
2)
The ceiling cannot be applied on the wealth of the riche.
3)
The bereacrate Judges industrialists- businessmen, Public
Representatives, chiefs of the political parties will continue to indulge in
corrupt practices and thus others will be forced to imitate them. Not only
that those wrong doers will also appear launching agitation against
corruption.
4)
There will be changes in the government and political parties and
agitation against corruption will also be launched as has been taking place
for the last 60 years but corruption will not come to an end.
The author is of the view that terrorist acts of the terrorists can be dealt with
by ways and means of the Army only. But we should contemplate over finding
political solution to it so that the youths of new generation are not inspired by
terrorism.. We should not feel perturbed if the solution requires drastic changes in
the political systems and principles.
Bringing some changes in the ruling system is a better option than the one
under which the whole world is destined to live under terror. Such changes may

instill confidence among the new generation that they can get justice in this system
also.
They should be persuaded not to resort to terrorism which may take their
lives as well as the lives of other. We should think about that aspect of terrorism
also which is adopted by the governments themselves on account of demonstration
effect. The aspect is also to be looked into that the number of people killed in
terroristic incidents in the whole world doesn‘t touch the figure of even lakh but
around 50 crore people become victims of economic terrorism every year.
It is also necessary
to focus on the economic
terrorism
No one can entertain the appeal of following non-violence made by a lion
crushing a deer in its jaw. Unjust attitude of the government of various countries
provides moral support to terrorism. The various countries of the world will have
to refine the system after adopting a constitution based on justice. It is must to
penalize those who are found violating constitution.
Selling of arms and weapons to various countries and making huge profits
by some of the countries cann‘t be held justified. These weapons are the ultimate
strength of terrorists who are trained and asked to infiltrate into one another‘s
domain of different countries. The countries which provide training to the terrorists
to operate these weapons are equally guilty and so are the companies which
manufacture these weapons and sell them. Even including governments of these
countries deserve punishment alongwith the terrorists.
As a matter of fact sovereignty has been wrongly defined all over the world
and that is why the governments of the different countries indulge themselves in
the same practice which is followed by the terrorists. These government are not
held guilty in the name of sovereignty. Terrorist organization came to exist as a
reaction against injustice, atrocities and violence perpetrated by these governments.
Today there is a need of such people all over the world, who can assume the role of
mediators between these governments and the terrorists. Such people are required
to persuade both the governments and the terrorist outfits to discard violent path.
Giving up the path of the global government can assume the role of madiator
between the governments of the countries and terrorists. Discard of violence is in
everybody‘s interest. This is in fact the fight of egos. Fight of egos always needs
mediators. This is obligatory on the part of the governments to create space for
these mediators who in turn are also required to initiate the work of mediation
keeping their frustration at bay. Only grassroot governments can assume this role
of mediators.

To conclude it can be said that eradication of terrorism is not possible till the
governments of the various countries all over the world shade off their egos and
path of violence and agree to form global police global courts etc. and above all
global government. This may be a big task for the common man but this is not a
difficult task for the government which considers this a difficult task doesn‘t
deserve to rule.
Global Government : Big work – Small ways
To initiate for forming a national government at the world forum is the
easiest for the countries like India where the concept of treating for the well –
being of the entire world has been shaping the very thinking of the people at large
and this country has potential to become world teacher.
This is a matter of consideration that the many efforts have been made in the
past for assuming the role of global government but in most of the cases the
intention behind doing so was to become dictator of the world with aspiration to
make the other countries as their slaves. But the people of India since ancient times
never cherished any will to rule over the world. They always cherished to assume
the responsibilities as farther and mother. In this country right from the very
beginning the Earth is treated as mother. This feeling guides every man and
woman of India. This feeling is in their genes and their thinking is influenced by
this sentiment. Hence working towards nationalizing the whole world is the easiest
task for the countries like India. Initiating for the global government is easier for
the government of India because this has expertise in finding a solution between
contradictions of various kinds. Both devotees and critics of Lord Rama, the
people with love for their native language and the people having detest for the
same, believers of god and atheists, the people who treat the whole world as one
family and the people having great sense of nepotism, the people of oriental
thought and the people of oxidental thought and capitalists and communists exist
side by side in India here.

India as a mini world
In India both rightists and leftists are powerful. There is a large number of
persons here who are capable of shaping the characters of people and there is also a
good number of such persons who can build the Nation. There are people here who
are even ready to sacrifice their lives for the well being of others and there are also

people who care only for their benefit even in the worst circumstances. Both
believers and non believers of paganism
Development supporters and
Environmental activists, people of frugal thinking and followers of consumerism,
people working for poverty alleviation and people praising the worthiness of
poverty, people with fair complexion and people with dark complexion, people
accustomed to live in plain and people liking in hilly areas, very rich and very
poor, original habitants and the people coming from abroad exist here side by side
and even climate turns very hot and very cold at times. The people belonging to
almost every religion and community are present here. Many of religions have so
many castes, sub-castes and clans. India as a nation is not being guided by any
particular religion, caste, creed or class. Any one language is not dominant here.
For the reasons of having so much diversities and so many contradictions India has
been stated as union of states in the constitution of India. It has not been addressed
as a country. The status of the states is like those of Nation States. Government of
India is, in fact, a common government of the Nation states. That is why India is
not just a country rather it is a mini world. The population of India constitutes 7 th
part of the total population of the world. Government of India supports the global
government. It means 1/7th of the world population agreed to the proposal of
forming global government. There are around 210 countries in the world. So, it
should be taken as if 30 countries of the world agreed to the proposal of forming
global government. Obviously the rulers of India know how to take contradictions.
India is full of contradictions, varied ideologies, and varied philosophy. There is no
dearth of enemies also in the country.
On account of retrenchment, unemployment is on rise and since social
security exist nowhere in the countries like India, the majority of the people are
trapped in economic crunch. Economic crunch is destroying their health and a
large number of people are adopting crime or committing suicide. Government of
India is not in a position to mobilize necessary amount to compensate
unemployeds and to provide social security. For this amount global government is
needed. So all initiatives towards forming global government are to be taken not by
any other countries but by India. India must initiate for this in view of its huge
number of labourers also.
Who will struggle
for global Government
There is no doubt that the poors of all countries will get united to achieve the
source of their income. The number of such people is around 500 crore which is 5
times more that that of the population of India. The youths of today are willing to
exchange their hearts with one another, to work for the joint mission, to start joint

ventures all around the world. But in absence of global government their
aspirations are destined to die midway. The governments of the countries are
barriers like villains between the two lovers. Two nations are like mountains
between the friends, walls between the entrepreneurs and like rivers between the
job givers and job seekers. The people running the governments ask the citizens to
get confined in their own countries as if countries were jails and they are being
taught to love with the prison house in the name of patriotism. It is interesting to
note that this check and balance is applicable to the people of lower class and
middle class only. The rich segments of every country is completely unaffected by
this kind of restriction. In their view it is a crime to be part of the poors and the
middle class. Thus it can be said that right to visit abroad is the need of not only
middle class people who constitute the population 137 crore but also of the 350
crore population of lower class worldwide.
Since the right to visit abroad cann‘t take a concrete shape without forming a
global government so not only 137 crore population but 87 crore people will fight
jointly to form the global government. There is only need to come above one‘s
frustration and constitute a world organization.
In the coming days the population of high middle class is likely to increase
worldwide from which tourism will also flourish. The number of activists working
for constituting global government will grow proportionately to increasing number
of tourists. With coming into being of the global government anybody may feel at
home an secured anywhere in the world. Today one is required to spend Rs 2 lakh
for the world tourism and with the existence of the global government one will be
required to spend barely. 50 thousand for this purpose.
Since the global government is not required to compete with anyother, so
every voters will get votership amount will get votership amount every month
without any difficulty. Hence, the people of lower income group of at least 160
countries of the world will join the mission of forming global government. This
will create the most powerful vote Bank. This vote Bank constitutes the population
of at least 450 crore worldwide i.e. 4 times more than India‘s and 3.5 times more
than China‘s population. The average income per capita of the world is Rs 36,000
per month. Every citizen of the world may get Rs 18000 per month from the global
government even if he or she is supposed to pay half of the amount is income tax.
Even if 10th part of the amount is sent in the account of the voter from the global
government, it comes to Rs 3600 per month. Everyone of the low income group all
over the world join the move of forming global government after looking such a
good amount. The amount of Votership may attract even the lower medium income
group. This amount will not only agitate them but also persuade them to lead the
people of lower group. Such people are spread all over the world. The people after
getting leadership will be able to constitute a powerful Vote Bank in every country

so much so that the government of the country doesn‘t have any other option than
resigning if it is not agreed to the formation of the global government and thus the
class of reformists will occupy the power.
Moderate cost of tourism and international security measure attract middle
class who are willing to send their children to the country for undertaking
employment where the scope of earning is the highest. The present rule and
procedure of visa passport, narrow definition of nationalism and absence of global
government frustrates their wish. Few people are able to send wards to the place of
their choice. After global government coming into existence cent-percent people of
the entire world will be able to fulfil their dream. They will even be able to send
their children to the place of their choice for attaining education with opening of
these avenues the middle class will get ready to join the movement for formation
of the global government and lead it. They will even become the source of money.
Middle class will get cheep tourism and education abroad
Proposed votership alone may attract neither higher middle class nor higher
class. But definitely moderate expenditures to be made on tourism, international
security and international judicial system for the business will attract higher middle
class because this class has some capital with them and they are willing to
participate in small business and prefer to do so in the country where cheap labour
is available for their firms and they are in search of the place where they may get
the best price for their products. The traders of the whole world will not mind
bearing the expenditures to be incurred on formation of the global government
which in turn will provide such a big relief to them. Constituting a global
government may not be a difficult task at all when the traders of the world will
bear the expenditures the middle class will provide leadership and the lower class
will provide manpower.
Apart from lower, middle and higher classes there is one class which
consists of the people who are of stoic character in general and posses a typical
kind of mindset and are quite different from the classes formed on the basis of
physique, community, religion and culture. They are known differently in different
languages. They are called the people with liberal mindset, the people having big
heart, the people of high thinking and the people of cosmopolitan outlook etc.
Giving power to the
gentlemen is possible
only under the global
government

These high thinking people are capable of reducing tension and unrest to a
greater extent caused due to mutual disputes and clashes of interest among the
governments and the people at large in different countries provided sovereignty of
the world is dissociated from the hands of the different governments of the
countries and a global government is formed. The number of such people is around
8 crore all over the world if their percentage is even considered just one percent of
the total population of the world. These people will work day and night for the
formation of global government if they are asked to do so. Such people are spread
all over the world. A worldwide campaign is needed for move towards formation
of global government and searching such kinds of people.
The Nature has produced such people to provide nourishment to the world.
These guardians of the world have become destitute, helpless, unarmed, poor and
mute in absence of a global government. These people having natural talent are the
judges of the world but the courts meant for them in real sense are occupied by the
fake judges and the power to instruct the police has been snatched from their
hands. They are not interested in money making because they consider the whole
world as their own and for this reason they are poor. These people don‘t get
opportunity to meet one another and they deserve the honour of philosophers but
they are treated as lunatic instead by the people at large. In fact, only they are
capable of establishing genuine democracy in the world and a true ruler exists
among them only.
To make a search for the true ruler and handing over the power has become
unavoidable to save the world from the third world war and from becoming a
desert and desolate planet. In case this is not done, any small incident may prove
explosive to pave the way for the atomic war which will wipe out the entire human
world. After that decay we will not be there any more even to rumors or repent for
our act. To know about possibility of global government in detail read the book
‗The world towards global change‘ Price- Rs 100/-.
From U.N.O. to U.N.G.
There are around 220 countries in the world. Imposition of global
government on them is like making a jump to reach fifth floor from the first floor
of a building. One can‘t reach there in this manner, one can reach there through the
steps of stair only. Likewise for the formation of a global government two different
kinds of government are required to be formed in between the government of the
countries and the global government.
The Policies and Programmes of Political Reforms
(Policies and Programmes of the organizations associated with world
change mission)

1)
Implementing the policy of proving employment through votership in place
of physical labour with hands with a view to provide employment without
removing machines and to undertake development work for the country as well as
every citizen. Disposal of work through machines has become a compulsion for
every country due to the laws relating to the world trade. The people talking of
giving employment to every hand have a little International knowledge. Mind
based employment through votership will provide development opportunity to
every individual. It is a proven fact that the caste creed and community developed
and flourished which worked through mind and those depending on manual labour
lagged behind. This was the very reason for the backwardness of India because
most of the intellectual, officers, leaders and journalists are of this view firmly that
it is essential to slave 80 percent people for undertaking development and they
reserved mind based work for their own wards and children and awarded manual
work for the children to the poor.

2)

Imposition of condition to work to attain richness and removal of
condition to work to earn livelihood.

In case of a person purchases a house of Rs one crore, the amount becomes
double in just three to four years. The condition to work is not imposed on the
house owner when he makes a profit of Rs one crore but for giving just Rs. 100 to
the poor citizens of the country the condition to work is imposed on them through
the laws of MNREGA etc. This irony can be removed by way of giving votership
right. This will remove the condition to work for earning livelihood and one will
have to work necessarily for earning Rs. one crore.
3)
Enacting laws relating to reversal right with a view to prevent children from
doing injustice to other parents, to check a brother from exploiting economically
another one and the global government which is like father for the countries may
get its share in money collected through sovereignty and taxes earned by the
countries which are like brothers for one another. The present laws take care of
proving share to the children in the properties of the parents but there is no
provision for giving share to parents in their children‘s properties. This causes
humiliating and helpless lives for the old parents in most of the families. This
system also causes economic exploitation to such brothers who works alongwith
the parents for the progress of a talented brother. Such family is like company in
which all the brothers and the parents are partners and all of them work unitedly
for the progress of the talented brother whose success is the result of joint efforts of
the family. If this company fails in attaining success and incurs losses it is treated
everybody‘s loss but in case of success, all the profits are reaped only by the
talented brother and his children. Formation of rightwing laws will pave the way
for depositing children‘s income in parent‘s account and after deduction on the
pattern of income tax the remaining amount will be sent back to the children‘s
accounts. The amount will deducted proportionately from children‘s income but
parental property will be divided equally among the children on the basis of law of
succession. This system will compensate and provide income in the profit of the
family to those children who had taken every pain for the progress of a talented
brother. The countries became poor in their attempts for encouraging the talented
brothers to excel just on the line of brothers becoming poor in their attempts for
helping the talented brother. As providing economic justice to the brothers
exaction of laws for giving reversal rights to parents is essential so is the case with
the countries for which formation of global government and giving some shares to
the same by the member countries is compulsory.

4)
Theto power to the provincial government for protecting civilization
and culture of all the communities of the world and giving guarantee to live with
their faith and it is incumbent of all the communication to work with all their might
they have for forming three new governments within the governments of their
countries they belong to. For this it is essential to provide such a privilege to the
provincial governments like veto power so that the chief Minister of a Province
may be empowered to impose restriction on any TV channel, new paper
programme. This right which is proposed to be provided to the chief Ministers of
Provinces may be called Theto Power on the line of veto power.
5)
Providing right to vote to the Block Pramukhs (Presidents) alongwith
M.Ps for electing directly the Prime Minister of the country- will associate the
Post of Prime Minister with development of Blocks and will make this Post some
what more democratic. This is now a proven fact that theory of ‗Demonstration
Effect‘ of Economics is equally applicable to Political Science also, so it is never
possible for the government of the country to undertake the development of the
villages and their families. After this discovery, it has become mandatory for
allotting the work to a government which may be capable of undertaking that work
after amending the agenda of the government under this policy responsibility to
develop blocks, districts and villages, families and individuals may be assigned
respectively to the Prime Minister, Chief Ministers and the three separate
governments to be formed above the country and below the U.N.O. under the
theory of vertical separation of power for electing the chiefs of the first
government the second government and the third government above the country
voting rights must be given respectively to the gram chiefs, family chiefs and adult
individuals. Amendments to this effect in system of governance will require an
international agreement for which the Central government should engage the
Ministry of External affairs.
Programmes for the development of villages
6)
Providing right to vote to the village chiefs and the members of the
village committee for electing directly the Prime Minster of Asian Countries –
will pave the way for development of villages, not merely slogans for
development. The Central government prefers spending money on beautification of
big cities only for the reasons of the theory of ‗Demonstration Effect‘ of political
Science, thus no option is left other than forming a separate government for the
villages. The villages will get 20 times more allocation of funds in case a common
government for the south Asian countries is formed on the line of European Union.
Formation of the common government for India and its neighbour countries will

abate the pain of division of Partition and with this the problem of communal
violence will be solved for ever.
The programmes for unity and integrity of India.
7.
Restricting the successors of the Nehru family from contesting election
of any kind- will pave the way for awarding the status of ‗Deshpal‘ to the
successor of this family which has become symbol of unity and integrity of India
so that casting an aspersion on the honour and security of this family on account of
political rivalries may come to an end. For the reasons of contesting elections in
the electoral politics this family is made a subject of abuse and criticism which is
good neither for the family and or for the unity and integrity of the country. The
new post of ‗Deshpal‘ will be equivalent to that of the president of India. All the
rights and Privileges necessary for maintaining unity and integrity of the country
will be vested to the post. This proposal is under consideration and has been issued
for the public opinion.
Programmes for the participation of lower class in governance
8.
Providing reservation in the 60 percent parliamentary constituencies to
the poors who constitute 60 percent population will provide an opportunity to
the poors who lead the lives of slavery to participate in the law making process as
the SC/ST gets. Thus, they will be able to assist in passing laws in the interest of
the poor and weaker sections.
The present parliament shade only crocodile tears for them with reservation
of this kind for the poors the presidents of the Political parties will issue tickets to
the poor workers of the parties under compulsion and doors of parliament and state
Legislatures will come open for the poor workers. Today the poor workers riding
on bicycles labour for the parties but election tickets are issued to the rich ones
who ride cars.

Programmes for reforming Reservation
9)
Providing inclusive reservation to SC/ST and providing jobs to the
children of the poor Dalit families- will give maximum benefits of reservation to
the families for which provision of reservation has been made in the constitution,
which in turn pave the way for all SC/ST families to join the main stream of the
nation. 3 percent of the vacancies should go in favour of the rich among Dalits

paying income tax and remaining vacancies should be filled in through the people
belonging to poor Dalit families after amending reservation policy. This move
should be initiated with the vacancies of the third and the Fourth class so that any
post in these categories doesn‘t remain vacant in want of availability of the suitable
candidates among the poor families. The children of the rich among them who
study in Private and English schools grab all the reserved vacancies. Due to this the
members of few handful Dalit families have been reaping the benefits of
reservation from generation to generation.
The programmes for participation of middle class in the governance
10. Providing reservation over 30 percent Parliamentary constituencies to
the Middle class which constitutes 30 percent population may force parliament
to work in their favour and may open the doors of Parliament and State
Legislatures for the workers of the parties belonging to this class. Reservation of
30 percent seats for the people who are neither income tax payers nor eligible for
BPL cards will compel the presidents of the political parties to give party tickets to
the workers belonging to middle class. The people belonging to this class can be
identified by the laws relating to property. The neighbours of the property holders
should be allowed alongwith the government to acquire the property at 20 percent
more rate of the value declared by the owners in their affidavits. The present laws
provide this right only to government. The ministers and the officers of the
government by taking bribes allow black money to be retained with them.
Programmes for ending economic slavery
1.
Giving voterships in cash to voters every month (interest on the
common funds of voters, interest and Dearness allowance) to end economic
slavery of the country and every individual may live with dignity and honour (For
knowing about the proposed votership presented in parliament please read bring
votership, remove poverty, votership, the central pillar democracy (price Rs 60/-).
2.
Giving right to free travel by train will provide on opportunity to every
individual to live like a human being instead of a plant. The individual may come
in contact with more and more persons and thus his brain will develop. Present
laws are such that the rich travel in trains free of cost but the poors are asked to
pay.
3.
Providing right to free travel by air (once in life) can provide every old
person to feel about the wonderful invention of man before his or her death. The

level of such person who cherishes wish to travel by air can be raised and his
conscience can take a vertical shapes from ground zero.
4.
Providing right to visit abroad (only on the basis of votership card) to
every individual may provide a chance to convert this right which was once upon
the time during the past happened to be a natural right into a constitutional and
fundamental right. With the help of money power and international laws of world
trade the rich are extracting all the benefits today and today in this era of internet
the same right is must for the poors also as to be poor is not a crime. The human
being and the earth was not conceived by man. The relation between the in like
mother and children laws relating to visa is in fact like preventing children from
meeting their mother. Preventing human being in this manner is wrong when laws
have been enacted for sending commodities freely anywhere in the world. This
freedom has been granted to the people of 27 European countries. It has become
proved that‖Visa laws provide security‖ why can this freedom not be granted to
European countries.
12. Providing right to get currency note in proportion to voes obtained in the
election by the candidates contesting Parliamentary election may solve the problem
of political donation, insure the votership right of the voter make democracy as
people‘s democracy by liberating the same from the trap billionaires provide
income to the gentle to work for political and social reform and they may reach the
corridor of power. After giving right to votership to the voters, the amount for
contesting elections can be arranged by imposing tax on the votership amount. one
month amount of votership can be given to them through enacting law in this
regard and this will be insure the votership amount also so that the voters will
continue to get amount regularly.
13. Starting salary-allowance for the people by undertaking social and political
work will pave the way for providing employment to those who are being
retrenched by the companies. It is confusion of the industrialists to retrench
workers and set up new companies with least number of workers on account of
laws of the world trade organization, so the workers retrenched by the companies
can get work in social and political organizations only. Till now such work was not
treated as payable and this concept is the biggest reason for corruption with the
provisions of paying to the office bearers of the parties the gentle will outnumber
the visious one. This will make the social elements powerful and anti social
elements weak and effeminate, corruption will be checked and crime and
extremism taking shape in reaction to economic injustice and scarcity will also
come to an end.

14. Giving right to multiparty membership to the voters- may weaken the
power of parties to divide the society with this the voters can manage different
kinds of work to get materialized through different parties and the voters will
become the best judge for taking the decision in democracy. The parties assure the
members to manage even the tasks which are not possible. The members even after
coming know the truth are supposed to develop relations with the other parties.
Present laws also prevent them from doing so. Hence, the condition for not
maintaining relations with the other parties should be conined to the office bearers
only. A members going in the meeting of the leaders of the other parties and
listening to the speeches is not considered legally and morally correct. Thus
members of parties become mentally blocked and quality of democracy
deteriorates. The leaders not having ability to comprehend the other parties
succeed in dividing society by creating hartred among the various components with
the help of money and power.
15. Cancelling the laws relating to whip will save the party presidents from
becoming puppets of the hands of rich and the parliamentarians and legislatives
members will work for the benefits of the public also alongwith working for the
benefits of the party president.
16. Preventing the children of billionairs from becomg billionaris without
expensing anything after democrating inheritance- can draw richness line like that
of poverty line so that anyone may not become so powerful that he with the help of
money power may make party presidents as has slaves. The governance and the
administration is now being guided by the will of the billionares because of power
of giving unlimited donation. Only corrupt and commission agents get grace of
such persons thus the gently persons are coming out of politics gradually. This is
the main reason for future of all efforts made for checking corruption.
17. Amending the registration laws of parties and companies may implement the
above programmes discussed at no. 5 and no 6 and may create various parties for
working from the level of block to the world. In this era of common market system
of the world and internet developing the quality of specialization among the parties
on the line medical sector is the greatest demand of today. Confining the
government to limited levels by amending registration laws relating to the parties
and the companies is in the interest of the parties and the companies as the parties
can be desisted from giving assurance of managing work which is outside their
domaon.

18. Reforming the laws of property to may pave the way for repaying foreign
loan for reducing economic disparity an for utilizing indigenous properties
maximum and for abating blackmoney. For this purpose the formulae as enshriced
in the above programmed relating to property tax will be applied.
Individual development programmed for the families and citizens
19. Giving to the voters for casting their votes even during the elections for the
leaders of the other countries may implement the above programmes discussed at
serial no 5 and 6 threat on the lives of Army can be reduced and the amount saved
through preventing quarters among the neighbours in deposited in the poors
accounts.
Today conservative Nation states by perpetuating hatred between the
countries unnecessarily ask them to purchase weapons from the money meant for
providing foods to the poors. After holding elections the power to rule the
countries wil continue to go in the hands of the conservative nationalists but the
power will slop into the hads of gentle and good people Automatically if global
government is formed even if in one fourth half or full measure .
20. Providing rights to the people to become public representatives of the voters
of another countries and to undertake jobs in any country of their choice – with a
view to execute the aforesaid programmes given at serial no 5, 6 and 19 so that the
global governance may be brought into existence to seen the global economy
created on account of world trade laws. This will provide an opportunity to like
those of technical persons. For the reasons of free trade laws doctors, engineers,
industrialists and trades are getting an opportunity to show their talents all over the
world but the people having social and political calibers are confined to the
boundries of their countries they belong to this is one of the reasons for
continuance of poverty slavery international exploitation and the threat of the third
world war.
21. providing rights to the heads of the families to vote for the direct election of
the Prime Minister of Prarashtra i.d. half world – with a view to execute the
Programmes discussed above at serial Nos 5,6, ,19 and 20 and a government may
be duly formed for the development of the families. For the reasons of
demonstration effects as explained at serial no 5 this responsibility can be assigned
to the government at the level of half world since it is beyond the capability of the
government at country level to undertake development of the families In this era of
internet the world has shrinked to the level of nation therefore it is appropriated to
call half of the world as Prarashtra. When the government of the half world will

assume the responsibilities of nourishing and developing of the families of every
country the government at country level will be happily agree to part with a share
of its revenue and bestow an element of sovereignty to the government of the
world.
22. Providing right to the self declared global voters to vote for choosing the
Prime Minister of the whole world- with a view to implement the programmed
discussed at serial no 5,6,,19,20 and 21 and gentle and good may come to power
and jungle rule prevailing even at world level on the line of country level may be
brought to an end. The president of the most the countries are terrorized from the
way Saddam Hussain the Iraqui President was got hanged at the hands of the
American President Georg Bush and all of them are honouring the wishes of
American President in place of the general will of the people of their countries . in
such a situation it has become mandatory to borm a common and compelent
government for the whole world which can discipline American President or any
such power which commits injustice with any other country president or any
individual for its vested interest such trade benefits or for its whims and fancies.
23. GAPP agreement for according the status of united National Government
UNG to the United Nation organization with a view to execute programmes
enshrined at serial no 5,6, 19, 20, 21 and 22 and to write the constitution of UNO
in such a way that it may help in achieving the goals of UNO. The goal of UNO
has taken a shape like a satellite which cannot be send into space in want of
launcher. It has become mandatory today to ament the constitution of UNO to
assign the responsibility of united government of the whole world, to change its
nomenclature to improve its agenda and create many branches of its headquaters so
that this may protect the common interest of and undertake the responsibility of
working for the individual development of the people of the whole world.
24. Working for GAPP agreement at International level to make State structures
more democratic – to create such world governance based on democracy which
will be guided by people‘s will not by will of billionaires. With coming into world
economic order and thechinques like internet laws relating to constitution of
parliaments governments and courts the governments appear working but with
regard to working for the public their condition has become like that of the
paralysed persons who though can ulter few words yet cannot undertake any work.
This situation may push the countries toward the third world war. The laws relating
to visa and citizenship have reached the stage of such insane fellow who is unable
to distinguish between different animals like cat, pig buffalow and elephant but
considers all of them as one and the same because of their black colour. Somenew

laws such as conditional south Asian citizenship conditional world citizenship
south Asian parliament and world parliament, South Asian Governemnt
2.
Providing rights to the people to become public representatives of the voters
of another countries and to undertake jobs in any country of their choice- with a
view of execute the aforesaid programmed givben at serial no 5, 6 and 19 so that
the global governance may be brought into existence to run the global economy
and global government, Laws relating to south Asian court and world court. The
benefits of five tier government system (State, Country—Nation-half world-world)
will be extend to be people in place of to tier governmental system after coming all
these laws into existence. The wave some of the floors are added to the building
after growing of the number of the family, in the same manner after increase in
world population it has became necessary to erupt fifth floor after upgrading the
two story building of the state. The modification in the building in the state is
possible only when the agreement at international level to this effect is made and
the above programmes at the serial nos 5,6, 19,20,22 and 23 are executed.
25. Please refer to the book manifesto of the voters party to know the formula of
political reforms in details (available in Hindi and English Price Rs 40)

